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Good morning! My name is Dr. Pamela Thomas—you can call me Pam, and I will be 
presenting Parts, Volumes, and Issues: Exploring Serials Cataloging. Does your library 
purchase magazines, newsletters, newspapers, annuals (reports, 
yearbooks, or directories), journals, periodicals, memoirs, or proceedings? 
Do you need help with cataloging these complex materials? Let me lead 
you from the dark forest into the sunlight of cataloging print and non-print 
publications.
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“A continuing resource is a publication in any physical or 
electronic format that is intended to be issued with no set 
ending, and generally carries numbering, dates or both. 
Serials and integrating resources are types of continuing 
resources. Serials are issued in separate parts, while 
integrating resources do not have separate issues. One of 
the main criteria that differentiate continuing resources 
from monographic resources is the publisher's intention,” 
ALCTS, now ALA Core.

What is a continuing resource/serial?What is a continuing resource/serial?
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AgendaAgenda

 Magazines

 Newsletters

 Newspapers

 Annuals (reports, yearbooks, or directories)

 Journals

 Periodicals

 Memoirs

 Proceedings

 Series (Books)

 Magazines

 Newsletters

 Newspapers

 Annuals (reports, yearbooks, or directories)

 Journals

 Periodicals

 Memoirs

 Proceedings

 Series (Books)

I will go over examples of each of these types of serials, focusing on parts, numbers, and 
dates. I will be using OCLC’s Bibliographic Formats and Standards (BFAS) fixed field element, 
SrTp, Type of Continuing Resource, to define each of these serials. I will go over the fixed 
and variable fields of the MARC records the first time they appear, for the sake of time. 
Many of the records in this presentation are coded as AACR2 records, but most of those are 
hybrid records, with AACR2 and RDA elements. Some records in Connexion can’t be edited 
by everyone, which could explain why some of these records have not been updated. 
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IssuesIssues

 Sometimes issues of serials/continuing resources are cataloged as a standalone (usually a 
monograph)

 I will not be covering how to check in issues of periodicals/serials/continuing resources, 
since each ILS has a different procedure

 Sometimes issues of serials/continuing resources are cataloged as a standalone (usually a 
monograph)

 I will not be covering how to check in issues of periodicals/serials/continuing resources, 
since each ILS has a different procedure
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MagazinesMagazines

 SrTp, code g

 Periodical addressing non-scientific, non-professional general interest topics. Magazines can be 
print or digital. If less granularity is needed, code p can be used.

 SrTp, code g

 Periodical addressing non-scientific, non-professional general interest topics. Magazines can be 
print or digital. If less granularity is needed, code p can be used.

SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as g for Magazine.
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Print 
Magazine 
Example

Print 
Magazine 
Example

New lines is a print magazine. SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as g for 
magazine. BLvl or Bibliographic Level, is coded as s for serial. S/L is coded 0 for Entry 
Convention; 0=successive entry. The record follows the successive entry convention 
in which a new record is created each time a title changes or a corporate body used 
as a main entry or uniform title qualifier changes. The earlier or later title or 
name/title is recorded in a linking field (field 780 or 785) on each record. This has 
been cataloged using RDA guidelines; Desc or Descriptive Cataloging Form is coded as 
i for ISBD punctuation. Freq or Frequency is coded as q for quarterly. Notice in the variable 
fields that the 310 or Current Publication Frequency field also states that this publication is 
quarterly. Regl or Regularity is coded as r for regular. DtSt or Type of Date/Publication 
Status is coded as c for Continuing resource currently published. Alph or Original 
Alphabet or Script of Title is coded as a for Basic Roman, title does not include special 
characters or diacritics. Date 1 is 2023, the first year of publication, and Date 2 has 9999, 
which means that this is a current publication. There is one 264 field or Production, 
Publication, Distribution, Manufacture, and Copyright Notice with 2023 in brackets with a 
dash, so the publication date is assumed and it’s a current publication. However, the rule is 
to only put the date in $c when the issue is in hand. If the issue is not in hand, then a date 
would not be added. This title was cataloged using winter 2023, so the brackets should be 
removed from 264 $c. The 362 1_ or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—
Unformatted note has Began with: Issue 1 (Winter 2023). There are two 588 notes or 
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Source of Description Notes; 0 as the first indicator is the Source of description and 1 as 
the first indicator is the Latest issue consulted. The 588 0_ informs us that Issue 1 
(Winter 2023) was the issue used to create this bibliographic record and also that the 
title was derived from the cover. The 588 1_ has Issue 1 (Winter 2023) as the latest 
issue consulted, which was probably the only issue that had been published when 
this record was created. A 655 _7 or Index Term—Genre/Form—Source is specified in $2 
of Periodicals. $2 lcgft should be added to the record. 
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Electronic 
Magazine 
Example

Electronic 
Magazine 
Example

Creem magazine is a continuing resource (top left drop-down box). This has been 
cataloged using RDA guidelines. Form is coded o for online. SrTp or Type of Continuing 
Resource is coded as g for magazine. Date 1 is 1969, the first year of publication. The 006 

field or Fixed-Length Data Elements-Additional Material 
Characteristics is coded m o d blank; m=Computer file/Electronic resource, 
o=online, d=documents, and blank=not a government publication. The 007 field or Physical 
Description Fixed Field (Electronic Resource) is coded as c (Electronic resource) in $a and 
r (Remote) in $b. There is an ISSN in field 022 0_. There is a 222 field (Key Title). National 
centers assign ISSNs and key titles. You may enter the ISSN and key title if you are 
inputting a new record, and the ISSN and key title are clearly labeled on the item. 
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Electronic Magazine Example, ContinuedElectronic Magazine Example, Continued

The 336 field is coded for text, but the 337 field is coded for computer, and the 338 field is 
coded for online resource. 362 1_ field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential 
Designation—Unformatted note gives us publication information. There are several general 
notes, or 500 fields, which give us some information about Creem. The 776 08 or 
Additional Physical Form Entry—Display note—No display constant generated provides 
the ISSN, DLC #, and OCLC# for the print version of Creem.
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NewslettersNewsletters

 SrTp code, s

 Periodical that can be issued by an organization, generally to its members or to a specific 
audience, to give current information about a topic or sphere of activity. Newsletters can be print or 
digital. If less granularity is needed, code p can be used.

 SrTp code, s

 Periodical that can be issued by an organization, generally to its members or to a specific 
audience, to give current information about a topic or sphere of activity. Newsletters can be print or 
digital. If less granularity is needed, code p can be used.

SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as s for Newsletter.
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Print Newsletter ExamplePrint Newsletter Example

This is Newsletter: bulletin to management, fair employment practice, economic data. As 
you can see from the top left, this has been cataloged as a continuing resource. BLvl is 
coded as i or Integrating Resource. A bibliographic resource that is added to or 
changed by means of updates that do not remain discrete and are integrated into 
the whole. Integrating resources may be finite or continuing. Examples include 
updating loose-leaf publications, updating databases, and updating Web sites. S/L 
or Entry Convention is coded as 2 for Integrated Entry. A record is cataloged under 
its latest (most recent) title and/or responsible person or corporate body. Create a 
new record only for a major change in edition, a new work or a title merger or split. 
Use for integrating resources and electronic serials that do not retain their earlier 
titles. Desc or Descriptive Cataloging Form is coded a for AACR2. SrTp or Type of 
Continuing Resource is coded as l (letter l) for Updating loose-leaf. Bibliographic 
resource that consists of a base volume updated by separate pages which are 
inserted, removed, and/or substituted. Srce or Cataloging Source is coded as d for 
Other. Use to indicate that the source of the cataloging data is an organization other 
than a national bibliographic agency or a participant in a cooperative cataloging 
program. Conf or Conference Publication is coded as 0 (zero) for Not a conference 
publication. Freq or Frequency is coded as u for Unknown. The current frequency is not 
known. When code u is used in Freq, code u must also be used in Regl. Regl or 
Regularity is coded as u for Unknown. Date 1 is 1993, the first year the newsletter 
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was published. Let’s move to the variable fields. The 043 field, Geographic Area Code, is 
coded n-us--- for North America, United States, which is reflected in the 650 fields $z. Notice 
that there are five 246 3_ fields (Varying Form of Title—No note, added entry). This means 
that there should not be a 5XX explaining any of these titles, but there should be 7XX fields 
with these titles. One of the 246 3_ fields does have a note about the title, so the first 
indicator should be changed to 0, Note, no added entry. The other four 246 3_ fields should 
be changed to 246 2_, No note, no added entry. Notice that 260 $c has 1993 enclosed in 
brackets, which means the date did not appear on the item itself, but was assumed, with a 
question mark, so the cataloger was not entirely certain that 1993 was the publication date, 
and there is a dash, indicating that this continuing resource is currently published. 
Remember that this information always needs to be reflected in the fixed fields (DtSt and 
Dates 1 & 2). However, the date should only appear in 260 or 264 $c when the item is in 
hand, so the brackets should be removed or the date removed from $c. It’s okay that the 260 
field was used for publication information. Continuing resource records should only be 
updated when there has been a major change to the periodical—change in title, change in 
publisher, change in place of publication, for example. The 300 field, Physical Description, $a, 
extent, has 1 volume (loose-leaf) and also provides the dimensions in $c, 30 cm. There 
should be a period after cm, since there is a 490 field. The 336-338 fields are coded for print 
materials. The 490 1_, Series Statement—Series traced has the title as it appears on the 
item. Let’s switch to the variable fields on the right. There are several 500 fields, General 
Notes. The first one could be changed to a 588 1_, Source of Description Note--Source of 
description), if/when this record is updated to RDA. The second note informs us that the 
inserts are published weekly. The third note gives us one of the varying forms of title. The 
fourth note informs us that the indexes for Bulletin to management and Fair employment 
practice are updated quarterly. If/when this record is updated to RDA guidelines, a $e, relator 
term, should be added to the 710 2_, Added Entry—Corporate Name—Name in direct order. 
This is the name of the publisher. Finally, the 830 _0 field, Series Added Entry—Uniform 
Title—No nonfiling characters, duplicates the series statement found in the 490 field.
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Electronic 
Newsletter 
Example

Electronic 
Newsletter 
Example

The carbon sequestration newsletter has been cataloged as a continuing resource. This is 
electronic/online, since Form or Form of Item is coded o for online. Orig or Form of Original 
Item is coded as s for Electronic. The original item is intended for manipulation by a 
computer. SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource has the code, s, for Newsletter. DtSt or 
Type of Date/Publication Status is coded as d, for Continuing resource ceased 
publication. Date 1 has 2001 for the first year of publication and Date 2 has 2013, 
the final year of publication. By looking at Freq or Frequency, m for monthly in the fixed 
fields and the 310 field or Current Publication Frequency; this has a monthly publication 
pattern. Let’s take a look at the variable fields. I cut off some of the information in the 040 

field, for display purposes. The 006 field or Fixed-Length Data 
Elements-Additional Material Characteristics is coded m o 
d f; m=Computer file/Electronic resource, o=online, d=documents, and f=Federal/national 
(type of government publication). There is a hyperlink to the pages with the codes on the 
resources slide of this presentation. The 007 field or Physical Description Fixed Field 
(Electronic Resource) is coded as c (Electronic resource) in $a, r (Remote) in $b, m in $d 
(color, mixed), n in $e (dimensions, 12 in.), and u in $f (sound, unknown). There is one 246 
1_ field, Varying Form of Title—Note, added entry. Notice there is a subfield i, Display text, 
CRM (other title). Since this was coded as a Note, added entry, there should be a 500 field 
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with this title, which there isn’t (you will see this on the next slide). So, the cataloger should 
either add a 500 with CRM or change the first indicator to 2, No note, no added entry. The 
264 field has [2001]-2013 in $c. The date should only appear in 264 $c when the item is in 
hand, so the brackets should be removed, or the date removed from $c.
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Electronic Newsletter Example, ContinuedElectronic Newsletter Example, Continued

I did not include the 029 fields that are at the end of the MARC record, for display 
purposes. This is the rest of the MARC record for The carbon sequestration newsletter. The 
362 0_ field, Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Unformatted note, 
has July 2001-January 2013, the publication dates. The first 500, General Note, should 
be changed to a 588 1_, Source of description note—Source of description. The second 500 
tells us that annual indexes are included. The 538, System Details Note, gives access 
information and details. The 588, Source of description note, should have a first 
indicator of 1 for Latest issue consulted and that whole phrase can be removed. 
Notice that the four Library of Congress Subject Headings, 650 fields, all have $v 
Periodicals. There is a 710 2_, Added Entry—Corporate Name—Name in direct order. A 
$e, relator term, should be added if/when a cataloger updates this record. The 785 00, 
Succeeding Entry—Display Note—Continued by, has the title, Carbon storage 
newsletter. The 856 40, Electronic Location and Access—HTTP—Resource has the 
URL for this publication.
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NewspapersNewspapers

 SrTp code, n

 Serial publication that is mainly designed to be a primary source of written information on current 
events connected with public affairs, either local, national, and/or international in scope. It contains 
a broad range of news on all subjects and activities and is not limited to any specific subject matter.

 SrTp code, n

 Serial publication that is mainly designed to be a primary source of written information on current 
events connected with public affairs, either local, national, and/or international in scope. It contains 
a broad range of news on all subjects and activities and is not limited to any specific subject matter.

SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as n for Newspaper.
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Print Newspaper ExamplePrint Newspaper Example

I cut off some of the subfields from the 040 field for display purposes only. This is The 
Pantagraph, which has been cataloged as a continuing resource (see the type of format 
drop-down at the top left). Starting with the fixed fields. S/L or Entry Convention is 
coded as 0 (zero) for Successive entry. The earlier or later title or name/title is 
recorded in a linking field (field 780 or 785) on each record. There is a 780 00 field 
(on the right) which I will discuss in a minute. Desc or Descriptive Cataloging Form is 
coded as a for AACR2. Orig or Form of Original Item is coded as e for Newspaper format. 
The original item is printed in newspaper format. Newspaper format is when an item 
is on newsprint and/or looks like a newspaper. The serial does not need to fit the 
definition of a newspaper. SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as n for 
Newspaper. Freq or Frequency is coded as d for Daily. The resource is issued or 
updated once a day. May include Saturday and Sunday. Date 1 is 1985, the first year 
this title was published. Let’s move to the variable fields. Notice that the 043 field, 
Geographic Area Code, is coded n-us-il for North America, United States, Illinois, 
and there are two corresponding geographical subject headings (field 651) shown 
on the right. There is a 130 0_ field, Main Entry--Uniform Title—No nonfiling 
characters, Pantagraph (Bloomington, Ill.). There is also a key title, field 222 _4 and 
the 4 as the second indicator means how many spaces of nonfiling characters there 
are, so three spaces for the and one space for after the. $b, qualifying information, 
lets us know that this is the print version of the newspaper. The 260 3_ 
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Current/latest publisher field $3, Materials specified, with 2019 ongoing, the 
Pantagraph was published in Bloomington, Ill. by Lee Enterprises (publisher). The 
310 field, Current Publication Frequency, notes that the publication is daily. The 362 
0_ field, Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Formatted style, 
documents that the 149th year, 134th day was on May 14, 1985, and that the 
newspaper is currently published. From the screenshot on the right, there is one 500 
field, General Note, informing us that the Pantagraph has been published by Pulitzer 
Publishing, Chronicle Publishing, and Pantagraph Publishing, but the dates are 
unknown. There are two Library of Congress geographic subject headings (651 _0 
fields). There are three fast subject headings. The 752 __ fields, Added Entry--
Hierarchical Place Name, give us the places of publication—Normal and 
Bloomington, Illinois. The 780 00 field, Preceding Entry—Display Note—Continues 
has $t, title, Daily pantagraph (Bloomington, Ill. : 1891) and the first $w with the 
Library of Congress Control Number and the second $w with the OCLC number. The 
sn after DLC stands for serial number. LCCNs with the prefix sn were used prior to 
2000 in records for serials authenticated by CONSER participants and the National 
Serials Data Program (NSDP). LCCNs with the prefix sn were also used prior to 1984 
for serials authenticated by LC and held by LC, but given less-than-full cataloging. 
LCCNs with the prefix sn are currently used by LC and the United States Newspaper 
Program (USNP) for cataloging newspapers. The 856 41, Electronic Location and 
Access—HTTP—Version of resource, $u, Uniform Resource Identifier, has the URL.
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Microfilm 
Newspaper 
Example

Microfilm 
Newspaper 
Example

This is a newspaper on microfilm, The Petersburg Observer. As you can see from the top 
left drop-down, this was cataloged as a continuing resource. Form or Form of Item is coded 
as a for microfilm. Freq or Frequency is coded as w for weekly. Date 1 is 1878, the first 
year the Petersburg Observer was published. Let’s move to the variable fields. The 007 
field: $a h for microform, $b d for microfilm reel, $d a for positive (positive/negative 
aspect), $e f for 35 mm (dimensions), $f u for unknown (Reduction ratio 
range/Reduction ratio), $g b for black and white (color characteristics), $h u for 
unknown ($h=emulsion on film), $i c for Service copy. A service copy is a microform 
made from another microform that is intended primarily for use rather than for 
production of other microforms. Most microforms used in libraries are service 
copies), and $j u for unknown (Base of film). The 264 _1 field has the place of 
publication in $a, Petersburg, Illinois, Cain & Parks as the publisher in $b, and in $c, 
1878-9999 in brackets, which matches Dates 1 and 2 in the fixed fields. The 
brackets indicate that this information did not appear directly on the item. However, 
the date should only appear in 264 $c when the item is in hand, so the brackets should be 
removed or the date removed from $c. In the 300 field or Physical Description, 
Microfilm reels is in $a, extent, positive is in $b, other physical details, and the 
dimensions, 35 mm are in $c. The first 310 field or Current Publication Frequency 
has Weekly, reinforcing the w in Frequency in the fixed fields. The second 310 field 
informs us that this is published every Thursday. Notice that the 310 field does not 
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end in a period. There are some different 33X fields for microfilm, so I will give you a 
minute to look those over. The 340 field or Physical Medium $g, color content, has 
monochrome, with $2 (source of the term) rdacc for RDA color content and the 
second 340 field, $o, polarity, has positive with $2 rdapo for RDA polarity. The 362 1_ 
field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Unformatted note has 
Began May 18, 1878, just providing more specific information when this newspaper 
was first published. The 520 field or Summary, etc. note lets us know that The 
Petersburg Observer was formed by the union of Menard County Times and Tallula
Observer. 
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Microfilm Newspaper Example, ContinuedMicrofilm Newspaper Example, Continued

There are several Library of Congress subject headings and a genre/form term for 
Newspapers. Microfilms should be changed to a 655 0_, since this is what this item 
is, rather than what it is about. A 655 _0 could be added for Newspapers on 
microfilm as well. There are two 780 14 fields or Preceding Entry—Do not display 
note—Formed by the union of … and …, both starting with $t, Menard County 
Times and Tallula observer, and both with two subfield w’s with the DLC (Library of 
Congress Control Number) and the OCLC number. 
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Electronic Newspaper ExampleElectronic Newspaper Example

For display purposes, I cut off the 040 and 019 fields. This is the New York times and was 
cataloged as a continuing resource—notice the drop-down at the top left. Desc or 
Descriptive Cataloging Form is coded as a for AACR2. Srce or Cataloging Source is coded 
as c for Cooperative Cataloging Program. Date 1 has 1857, the first year The New 
York times was published. Let’s move to the variable fields. There is a 022 field with 
the ISSN number (International Standard Serial Number) with $l, ISSN-L, which is 
obsolete and is now supposed to be recorded in the 023 field. $2, Source, and 1 is 
for the United States. The 043 field or Geographic Area Code is coded as n-us-ny 
for North America, United States, New York. Looking at the screenshot on the right, 
there is a 210 0_ field or Abbreviated Title—No added entry, N.Y. times. The title of 
an item as abbreviated for purposes of indexing or identification. An abbreviated key 
title is supplied by ISSN centers based on field 222. Other abbreviated titles are 
supplied by cataloging agencies, including abstracting and indexing services. The 
abbreviated title is either created by the agency supplying the field or taken from the 
item. There is an open date of 1857 in $c, which matches Date 1 in the fixed fields. 
There is a 310 __ field or Current Publication Frequency with Daily in $a, Current 
publication frequency, and Apr. 21, 1861- in $b, Date of current publication 
frequency. The hyphen indicates that it is currently published. The 321 field or 
Former Publication Frequency has Daily (except Sunday) in $a, Former publication 
frequency, and 1857-Apr. 20, 1861 in $b, Dates of former publication frequency. 
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Notice that this field does not end in a period. The 362 0_ field or Dates of Publication 
and/or Sequential Designation—Formatted style, Vol. 6, no. 1868 (Sept. 14, 1857)-
which means that the current publication started with volume 6, no. 1868 on Sept. 14, 
1857 and is ongoing. The 515 field or Numbering Peculiarities Note lists the dates 
when the newspaper was suspended. The three 530 fields or Additional Physical 
Form Available Notes provide the three other formats the New York times is in. The 
five 580 fields or Linking Entry Complexity Notes provide more information about 
editions and issues. 
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Electronic Newspaper Example, ContinuedElectronic Newspaper Example, Continued

On the left, there are numerous subject headings. There is a 740 0_ field or Added Entry–
Uncontrolled Related/Analytical Title--No nonfiling characters, so the title does not 
begin with a, an, the, etc.: New York times on the web. I’m not sure why this field is 
here. There is a 770 0_ field or Supplement/Special Issue Entry—Display note, has 
New York times magazine in $t, title, the ISSN number is in $x, and the DLC and 
OCLC numbers are in $w, record control number. The 775 1_ fields, Other Edition 
Entry—Do not display note, begin on the left and the 775 0_ fields, Other Edition 
Entry—Display note, are on the right, and have the various names for the New York 
times publications. The subfields for the 775 field are: $t, title, $x, ISSN, $w control 
number, and $g, Related parts. The 776 1_ field or Additional Physical Form Entry—
Do not display note has two of the different formats: CD-ROMs and the web 
version. The 777 1_ field or Issued With Entry—Do not display note, has an entry of 
Little times, which does not appear anywhere else in this record, so the assumption 
will need to be made that this title is like a supplementary issue. The 780 00 field or 
Preceding Entry—Display note—Continues has New York daily times in $t, title, the 
ISSN in $x, and control numbers in $w. The 787 1_ field or Other Relationship 
Entry—Do not display note, has New York times book review in $t, the ISSN in $x, 
and control numbers in $w. 
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AnnualsAnnuals

 SrTp code, Reports, blank; Yearbooks, blank, Directory (t)

 Directory: Itemized listing of information for the identification or location of persons, objects, 
organizations, or places, arranged alphabetically, chronologically, or in some other systematic 
order, and updated over time. Directories can be print or digital. If less granularity is needed for a 
digital directory, code w can be used.

 SrTp code, Reports, blank; Yearbooks, blank, Directory (t)

 Directory: Itemized listing of information for the identification or location of persons, objects, 
organizations, or places, arranged alphabetically, chronologically, or in some other systematic 
order, and updated over time. Directories can be print or digital. If less granularity is needed for a 
digital directory, code w can be used.

SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as blank for reports and yearbooks but as t 
for Directory.
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Print 
Annual 
(Directory) 
Example

Print 
Annual 
(Directory) 
Example

This is the Sangamon, Illinois county directory and was cataloged by the CMC staff. This is 
cataloged as a Continuing resource (top left, drop-down box), and SrTp or Type of 
Continuing Resource is coded as t for directory. GPub or Government Publication is 
coded as l for Local. Freq or Frequency is coded as a for annual. Date 1 has 1971, 
the year this directory was first published. In the 264 _1 field, you see in $c that the 
year is formatted as 1971- indicating this has been an ongoing publication since 
1971. Let’s move to the variable fields. Field 006 or Additional Material 
Characteristics, s=serial, a=annual (Frequency), r=regular (Regularity), t=directory, 
from Type of Continuing Resource, l (letter l)=local from the Government Publication 
fixed field), 0=not a conference publication, a=Basic Roman (from Alph or Original 
Alphabet or Script of Title) and 0 for successive entry (S/L: Entry Convention). The 
title main entry is Sangamon, Illinois county directory. The 300 $b has maps with a 
corresponding 340 or Physical Medium field $p map $2 rdaill. The 310 field or 
Current Publication Frequency has Annual. The 334 field or Mode of Issuance has 
multiple units. Besides map in the 340 field, there is another 340 with monochrome 
in $g. 
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Print Annual Example, ContinuedPrint Annual Example, Continued

Here is the rest of the MARC record for the Sangamon, Illinois county directory. Notice that 
there is a genre/form subject heading for Directories.
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Benton Woman’s Club: Print Annual Benton Woman’s Club: Print Annual 

This is the Benton Woman’s Club, which is a print annual. Let’s look at the MARC record.
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Print 
Annual 
(Directory) 
Example

Print 
Annual 
(Directory) 
Example

The CMC cataloged Benton Woman’s Club: Benton, Illinois as an annual/continuing 
resource (see the top left drop-down box). Cont or Nature of Contents is coded as r for 
Directories. EntW or Nature of Entire Work could also be coded r for directories. 
This is an annual publication from the a in Freq (Frequency) in the fixed fields as well as the 
310 field or Current Publication Frequency, noting that this is an annual publication. Date 1 
has 1962, the first year this directory was published. Let’s move to the variable 
fields. The 110 2_ field or Main Entry--Corporate Name—Jurisdiction Name has 
Benton Woman’s Club with compiler as the relator term in $e. The 264 _1 field has 
1962- in brackets in $c, indicating that the date was not on the item itself and the 
dash tells us that the publication is current/ongoing. However, the date should only 
appear in 264 $c when the item is in hand, so the brackets should be removed. The first 
500 field or General Note informs us that the Benton Woman’s Club was instituted in 1914 
and federated in 1915.
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Print 
Annual 
Example, 
Continued

Print 
Annual 
Example, 
Continued

There are many subject headings for this record! There is a genre/form term Directories. $2 
lcgft that I would like to point out.
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Electronic Annual ExampleElectronic Annual Example

This is the Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency annual report. It has been cataloged as a 
Continuing resource (top left, drop-down box). Form or Form of Item has been coded 
as o for online. GPub or Government Publication is coded as f for 
Federal/National. Published or produced by or for a federal or national government 
body (e.g., a sovereign nation, such as Canada). Used for the governments of 
England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland. Freq or Frequency is coded as a 
for annual. Date 1 is 2020, the first year this title was published. Let’s look at the 
variable fields. There is a 022 field or International Standard Serial Number. The ISSN 
is in $a and $y is for Incorrect ISSNs and $2 is for Source. There is a 043 field or 
Geographic Area Code, u-nz---, u for Australasia and nz for New Zealand. The 264 _1 
field has 2020- in $c letting us know that publication is ongoing. The 310 field or 
Current Publication Frequency has Annual. The screenshot on the right has the 33X 
fields, which are typical for electronic records. The 347 field or Digital File 
Characteristics informs us that this publication is available as a text file and a PDF. 
The 362 1_ field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—
Unformatted note has Began with 2020. There is a 490/830 combination for the 
series title. The 588 fields or Source of Description Notes should have indicators 
added. The first one should have 0 as the first indicator and the second one should 
have 1 as the first indicator for Latest issue consulted. The cataloger derived the 
description based on the 2020 issue, found the title on the PDF cover, and viewed 
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the PDF on November 5, 2020. The latest issue consulted was 2021. There are 
several subject headings in the 6XX fields. The 830 _0 field or Series Added Entry--
Uniform Title--No nonfiling characters has the series title in $a and the series number 
in $v. 
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St. Anthony of Padua: Print Directory ExampleSt. Anthony of Padua: Print Directory Example

St. Anthony of Padua is the directory of the St. Anthony of Padua Catholic parish of 
Effingham, Illinois, and was cataloged by the CMC.
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Print 
Directory
Print 
Directory

Unlike the Benton Woman’s Club, the St. Anthony of Padua is not an annual. The fixed field 
for Freq or Frequency is coded u for unknown. The 264 $c has 1989- showing that this is an 
ongoing publication since 1989. The 310 field, or Current Publication Frequency, states that 
the publication frequency is unknown. This has been cataloged as a continuing resource 
(top left drop-down). SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as t for Directory. 
EntW or Nature of Entire Work is coded as r for Directories. Date 1, 1989, is the first 
year the directory was published. Let’s look at the variable fields. The 334 field or 
Mode of Issuance has multiple unit. The 340 fields or Physical Medium provide 
more details: polychrome, illustration, and portrait. 
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Print 
Directory, 
Continued

Print 
Directory, 
Continued

There are numerous 6XX fields with subject headings. This record also has the form 
term or 655 _7 field, Directories. $2 lcgft.
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Electronic Directory ExampleElectronic Directory Example

This is the 211 community services directory. Some of the subfields from the 040 field have 
been cut off, for display purposes only. This has been cataloged as a Continuing Resource 
(top left, drop-down box). ELvl or Encoding Level has been coded M for added as a 
batch process, but it is now encouraged to only use numeric codes for this field. 
Form or Form of Item is coded as o for online. Date 1 is 2009, the first year this 
directory was published. Let’s look at the variable fields. The 043 field or Geographic 
Area Code has n-cn-ab, n for North America, cn for Canada, and ab for Alberta. There is a 
260 field with publication information, which is fine, since this was cataloged 
following AACR2. There is a 2009- in $c, indicating that this was published in 2009 
and the hyphen tells us that this is an ongoing publication. The 310 field or Current 
Publication Frequency has Annual. The 362 1_ field or Dates of Publication and/or 
Sequential Designation—Unformatted note has Began with 2009/2010. The 506 
field or Restrictions on Access Note states that Access is limited to authorized users 
and institutions. There are many 6XX subject headings from both screenshots.
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JournalsJournals

 SrTp code, j

 Periodical addressing readers interested in a specific subject or profession. Often includes original 
research and current developments. Journals can be print or digital. If less granularity is needed, 
code p can be used.

 SrTp code, j

 Periodical addressing readers interested in a specific subject or profession. Often includes original 
research and current developments. Journals can be print or digital. If less granularity is needed, 
code p can be used.

SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as j for Journal.
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Print Journal ExamplePrint Journal Example

International journal of law and clinical legal education has been cataloged as a continuing 
resource (see the top left drop-down box). SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as 
j for Journal. EntW or Nature of Entire Work is coded g for Legal articles. Let’s look at 
the variable fields. The 530 field or Additional Physical Form Available Note informs us 
that this journal is also issued online.
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Electronic Journal ExampleElectronic Journal Example

The journal of trauma studies in education is an online journal, which has been cataloged 
as a continuing resource (see the top left drop-down box). Freq or Frequency is coded t for 
Three times a year, which matches the information found in the 310 field. A 655 _7 
Periodicals. $2 lcgft could be added. 
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PeriodicalsPeriodicals

 SrTp code, p

 Broad category of publications that includes resources with separate articles, stories, other 
writings, etc., that are published or distributed generally more frequently than annually, including 
journals, magazines, newsletters, and blogs. Periodicals can be print or digital. Use this code if less 
granularity is needed. Otherwise, prefer codes for the specific types of periodicals.

 SrTp code, p

 Broad category of publications that includes resources with separate articles, stories, other 
writings, etc., that are published or distributed generally more frequently than annually, including 
journals, magazines, newsletters, and blogs. Periodicals can be print or digital. Use this code if less 
granularity is needed. Otherwise, prefer codes for the specific types of periodicals.

SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded as p for Periodical.
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Periodical 
Example

Print 
Periodical 
Example

This screenshot is from the SHARE catalog. The record in Connexion does not have $n in 
the 245, so I wanted to showcase this version of the MARC record. Fantastic four is the title 
and the first $n (number of a part/section of a work) is Feb. 1994-April 2011 and the 
second $n (number of a part/section of a work) is Jan. 2013- indicating that this is a 
current/ongoing periodical. There are several Varying Forms of Title or 246 fields. The 310 
field or Current Publication Frequency has Monthly in $a, Current Publication 
Frequency, Jan. 1972- in $b, Date of current publication frequency, so this title has 
been ongoing since Jan. 1972. The 321 field or Former Publication Frequency has 
Frequency varies in $a and the dates Nov. 1961-Dec. 1971 in $b, Dates of former 
publication frequency. The 362 1_ field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential 
Designation—Unformatted note, has the began with information in $a and in $z the 
Source of information. There are several General Notes or 500 fields with useful 
information. The 515 field or Numbering Peculiarities Note informs us that each 
issue is called Vol. 1. There are two genre/form term subject headings. The 767 0_ 
field or Translation Entry—Display note has the title in German in $t and then the 
DLC (Library of Congress) control number and the OCLC number in the two $w’s.
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Periodical 
Example

Electronic 
Periodical 
Example

This is Illinois libraries, an electronic continuing resource. SrTp or Type of Continuing 
Resource is coded as p, for periodical. GPub or Government Publication is coded as s for 
State, provincial, territorial, dependent, etc.. It is a ceased publication (DtSt is coded as 
d). Date 1 is 1919, the year the publication began, and Date 2 is 2007, the year the 
publication ceased. Let’s look at the variable fields. The 260 field with the publication 
information is fine, since this was coded in Desc as a for AACR2. The 260 $c has -2007. If a 
cataloger updates this record, this should be changed to 1919-2007. If Date 1 in the fixed 
fields had a date with u’s in it, then it would be formatted this way. However, this 
publication is ceased since there is an “end” date. The 310 field or Current Publication 
Frequency has 4 times a year. Because this is a ceased publication, $b 1919-2007 
should be added. 
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Electronic Journal Example,
Continued
Electronic Journal Example,
Continued

Here is the rest of the MARC record for Illinois libraries. The 550 field or Issuing Body 
Note documents which issuing body was responsible for which volumes or years. 
There are quite a few subject headings or 6XX fields. A 655 _7 could be added for 
Periodicals. Subfield e’s or relator terms should be added to the 7XX fields. 
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MemoirsMemoirs

 SrTp code, m

 Group of analyzable items (i.e., each piece has a distinctive title) that are related to one another by 
a collective title. The individual items may or may not be numbered. Use for any title that is a 
series, regardless of its treatment.

 SrTp code, m

 Group of analyzable items (i.e., each piece has a distinctive title) that are related to one another by 
a collective title. The individual items may or may not be numbered. Use for any title that is a 
series, regardless of its treatment.

Memoirs are coded as m, Monographic series, in SrTp or Type of Continuing 
Resource.
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Print Memoir ExamplePrint Memoir Example

Memoirs of the American Philosophical Society is a monographic series/continuing 
resource. I just mentioned that SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource is coded m for 
monographic series. Regl or Regularity is coded x, Completely irregular. Date 1 has 1935 
(the first year the series was published). The 310 field or Current Publication 
Frequency informs us that the publication frequency is irregular (as seen from the 
Regl/Regularity code of x in the fixed fields). The 336-338 fields are coded for a book. The 
362 0_ field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Formatted style 
provides the first volume and year and the hyphen indicates that this is a current 
publication. The Library of Congress added the 500 note, letting us know that set 1 has 
been classed separately and includes v. 1-74 and v.196. A 655 _7 or Index Term--
Genre/Form—Source is specified in $2 of Biographies. $2 lcgft could be added. Since you 
may not see the 891 field often, I will briefly mention that as well. 891 or Publication 
Pattern Data—03 and 40 requires a $9. Indicator definition dependent on the field 
recorded in ǂ9. ǂ9 contains the tag of the holdings field embedded in field 891. ǂ8 
Field link and sequence number, ǂa First level of enumeration, ǂb Second level of 
enumeration, ǂi First level of chronology, and ǂx Nonpublic note.
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Electronic Memoir ExampleElectronic Memoir Example

This is Memoirs of the New York Botanical Garden. Memoirs are coded as m, Monographic 
series, in SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource. Date 1 has 2021 as the first year 
published. Let’s look at the variable fields. The 264 _1 field has 2021- in $c, 
informing us that this has been published since 2021 and is ongoing. The 310 field 
or Current Publication Frequency has Irregular. The 362 0_ field or Dates of 
Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Formatted style, has Volume 121 
(2021)- again, letting us know that this is currently published and has been since 
2021. From the screenshot on the right, there is a 530 field or Additional Physical 
Form Available Note informing us that this title is available in print as well. The 533 
field or Reproduction Note lets us know that this is an electronic reproduction. I 
would add a 655 _7 Periodicals. $2 lcgft. The 758 field or Resource Identifier 
provides a link to the work.
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ProceedingsProceedings

 SrTp code, blank

 Unless one of the other codes is applicable

 May be cataloged as a book, so no SrTp field

 “A complete written record of what is said or done during a meeting,” Cambridge
Dictionary

 SrTp code, blank

 Unless one of the other codes is applicable

 May be cataloged as a book, so no SrTp field

 “A complete written record of what is said or done during a meeting,” Cambridge
Dictionary

There is not a specific code for Proceedings. Blank can be used when the type of 
continuing resource is not specified by one of the other codes. Annual reports, 
yearbooks, and updating electronic documents are in this category.
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Print Proceedings ExamplePrint Proceedings Example

Nuclear power plant life management is a proceedings example. Notice that this has been 
cataloged as a book (top left drop-down). I think Conf or Conference Publication should be 
changed to 1, Conference publication. The following types of publications are 
considered to be conference publications: Proceedings, including collections or 
partial collections of papers (or of contributions, essays, etc., that are based upon 
papers) presented at a conference. GPub or Government Publication has been coded as 
i for International/Intergovernmental. Notice the 111 2_ field or Main Entry--Meeting 
Name—Name in direct order, $a, Meeting name or jurisdiction name as entry 
element, International Conference on Nuclear Power Plant Life Management, $n, 
Number of part/ section/meeting, (4th : $d 2017 : $c Lyon, France). $d is the Date of 
meeting or treaty signing, and $c is the Location of the meeting. $j Relator term, 
author.
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Print Proceedings Example,
Continued
Print Proceedings Example,
Continued

For display purposes, the 938 and 029 fields are not shown. There are 490 1_ (Series 
Statement—Series Traced) and 830 _0 (Series Added Entry--Uniform Title—No nonfiling 
characters (a, an, the, etc.) fields. In the 490, Proceedings Series (transcribed as found on 
the item) and Proceedings series (International Atomic Energy Agency) in the 830—
authorized series title. There are various 5XX fields or notes providing more detailed 
information about this book. There are numerous 65X fields with subject headings. A 655 
_7 or Index Term--Genre/Form—Source is specified in $2 should be added: Conference 
papers and proceedings. $2 lcgft. Congresses should be changed from $x to $v. 
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Electronic Proceedings ExampleElectronic Proceedings Example

Proceedings of International Workshop on OpenCL (IWOCL ‘23) was cataloged as an online 
(Form/Form of Item) book (top left drop-down). Cont (Nature of Contents) is coded as b, 
Bibliographies. Conf or Conference Publication is coded as 1 for a conference publication. 
There is a 111 2_ (Main Entry--Meeting Name—Name in direct order) with the meeting 
name in $a, $d has the Date of meeting or treaty signing, 2023, $c is the Location of 
meeting, Cambridge, England, and $j is the relator term, author. The 245 field (Title 
Statement) has the title in $a and the dates and place of the proceedings in $b, 
remainder of title. There are two 264 fields—the first one has the publication date, 
2023, in $c and the second 264 field has the copyright date, 2023. Notice that both dates 
(2023) are documented in Date 1 and Date 2, even though they are the same date, they 
both need to be documented. These proceedings have a series statement, 490 1_, ICPS, 
(transcribed as “found” on the item, and the 830 _0 (Series Added Entry--Uniform Title—no 
nonfiling characters) with the authorized series title, ACM international conference 
proceedings series. The 588 field or Source of Description Note should have a 0 as the first 
indicator, Source of description. There are numerous 6XX fields with subject headings. Let’s 
look at the 711 2_ field or Added Entry--Meeting Name—Name in direct order, 
SYCLcon in $a, (2023 : in $d, Date of meeting or treaty signing, Cambridge, 
England in $c, Location of meeting, and host institution in $e, Subordinate unit.
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Parts 
and 
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Print 
Parts 
and 
Numbers

Time of the overmen has book one as $n, number of part/section of work, and Of mice and 
supermen in $p, name of part/section of a work. Since this was cataloged as a book, there 
is no SrTp or Type of Continuing Resource code. Notice that the title from $p is in a 246 3_ 
or Varying Form of Title--No note, added entry, which means there should not be a 5XX 
with this title, but there should be a 7XX with this title, so let’s look for a 7XX on the next 
slide. Of mice and superman (instead of supermen) is in the 246 3_ field. I think this might 
be a typo.
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Print Parts and Numbers, ContinuedPrint Parts and Numbers, Continued

Here is the rest of the MARC record for Time of the Overmen, book 1, of mice and 
supermen. No, there is not a 7XX field with the title from the 246 3_ field. So, the 246 
should either be changed to a 246 2_ or a 7XX should be added with the title, Of mice and 
supermen. There are numerous 6XX fields with subject headings. 
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Electronic Parts and Numbers

Annual report of the Minister of Industry, Science and Technology under the 
Corporations and Labour Unions Returns Act has been cataloged as a Continuing 
Resource (notice the drop-down box at the top left). This was cataloged as a 
continuing resource. Date 1 is 1987, and Date 2 is 1988. Let’s look at the variable 
fields. The 245 00 field or Title Statement, has the title in $a, and $n, Number of 
part/section of a work, has Part 1, $p, Name of part/section of a work, has 
Corporations, and then the rest of the information is in $c, Statement of 
responsibility, etc. The 246 14 has the cover title in English, CALURA, Corporations, 
with $f, Date or sequential designation, 1987-1988. There is a 260 field for the 
publication information, which is fine, since the Desc or Descriptive Cataloging Form 
is coded as a for AACR2. In $c, notice that there is 1990-[199-], so the cataloger 
decided the publication date was 1990 through 199-. However, the date should only 
appear in 260 $c when the item is in hand, so the brackets should be removed, or the date 
removed from $c. The 260 $c should match Dates 1 and 2 in the fixed fields, so $c 
could be changed to 1987-1988 or the fixed fields need to be changed to reflect the 
1990-199-.
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Electronic Parts and Numbers, ContinuedElectronic Parts and Numbers, Continued

The 362 0_ field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Formatted 
style, has 1987-1988, reaffirming that the publication dates were 1987-1988. The 
362 1_ field or Dates of Publication and/or Sequential Designation—Unformatted 
note, has Ceased in 1988. The 580 field or Linking Entry Complexity Note gives us 
the titles that this publication was split into along with the accompanying ISSNs. The 
588 0_ or Source of Description Note—Source of description informs us that the 
cataloger used the print version record to catalog this electronic version. There are 
multiple subject headings in the 65X fields.
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Electronic Parts and Numbers, ContinuedElectronic Parts and Numbers, Continued

Here are even more 65X subject headings. 
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Print SeriesPrint Series

Batman and Robin, vol. 1, born to kill was cataloged as a book (top left drop-down), as it 
should be. It was cataloged using AACR2 rules (Desc, Descriptive Cataloging Form is coded 
as a). Cont or Nature of Contents is coded as 6 for Comics/graphic novels. Let’s look at the 
structure of the 245 field or Title statement. Batman and Robin is in $a, title, Vol. 1 in $n, 
Number of part/section of a work, and Born to kill in $p, Name of part/section of a work. 
Notice that at the end of $a, there is a period. At the end of $n, there is a comma and then 
there is the space / space after $p. There is a 246 30 or Varying Form of Title—No note, 
added entry—Portion of title, Born to kill.
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Print Series, 
Continued
Print Series, 
Continued

For display purposes, I removed some of the Fast subject headings, 9XX, and 029 fields. As I 
mentioned in the previous slide, this was cataloged following AACR2 rules, so the 260 is the 
appropriate publication field. Let’s focus on the 490 1_ field or Series Statement—Traced, 
The new 52! (transcribing as found on the resource) and the 830 _0 field or Series Added 
Entry--Uniform Title—No nonfiling characters, which has New 52 (authorized series title). 
There are two 655 _7 or Index Term—Genre/Form—Source is specified in $2. The first one 
is Graphic novels. $2 lcgft which is a form term. The second heading, Comics (Graphic 
works). $2 lcgft is also a form term. 
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Electronic SeriesElectronic Series

This is cataloged as a book, as it should be, and it is a series. Notice that Form or Form of 
Item in the fixed fields is coded as o for online. Let’s look at the 245 field or Title statement. 
Batman, one dark night is in $a, title, Issue 1-3 is in $n, Number of part/section of a work, 
and [electronic resource] is in $h, General Material Designation, which is not used 
anymore, but Desc or Descriptive Cataloging Form is coded as a for AACR2, which did use 
GMDs, so $h can remain unless/until someone enhances the record to RDA. This is a hybrid 
record, since there are 264 and 33X fields. The 264 1_ has 2022 in $c, the date of 
publication. The 264 _2 field or Production, Publication, Distribution, Manufacture, and 
Copyright Notice—Distribution has $b, Name of producer, publisher, distributor, 
manufacturer, Made available through hoopla.
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Batman, ContinuedBatman, Continued

I don’t catalog graphic novels, but I found it unusual that there was a 521 8_ field or Target 
Audience Note, no display constant generated, Rated M, since this is something that you 
typically see for movies. Notice there is a form term (655 _7), Comics (Graphic works) $2 
lcgft. The 710 should have a $e, relator term added.
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ResourcesResources

 Library of Congress. 008—Computer Files

 Library of Congress. Library of Congress Control Number prefixes

 OCLC. Bibliographic Formats and Standards (BFAS) 

 Library of Congress. 008—Computer Files

 Library of Congress. Library of Congress Control Number prefixes

 OCLC. Bibliographic Formats and Standards (BFAS) 
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